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I, IS'mODUGTIOM 
In most countries where Isiid Is scarce the same breeds 
of cattle are used for milk production and meat production. 
These animals are generally heavier and thicker than the 
specialized dairy breeds used on this continent. Since 
about 40/0 of the beef consumed In the United States is pro­
duced from animals used In dairying, some people question 
whetht;r it is advisable to retain the angular conformation 
characteristic of the present dairy breeds, or to modify 
them towards the dual purpose type. 
This study was undertafcen to get some evidence as to 
whether the quality and/or quantity of the meat produced by 
our dairy breeds can be improved without sacrificing milk 
production. Specifically, the questions to which answers 
were sought were; 
(a) What is the relationship between milk production 
and body conformation {as indicated by certain 
body measures) at six nonths (because some find 
it advisable to market surplus males at an early 
age), one year and two years of age? 
(b) What is the relationship between weight and milk 
production at the three ages? 
fhe measureiients used were; wither helg^it, chest depth, 
body lengt/i, heart girth and Paunch girth. 
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II.. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
il. Individual Measurements 
1. Acouracy of body Beaaureaents 
Touchberry and Lush (1950) cor.<3.ucted a study to deter­
mine the reliatoility of measurements on dairy cattle. The 
aeasurements taken were the saoie as those involved In the 
present study. The measurements Involved were wither height, 
chest depth, body length, heart girth and Paunch girth. The 
measurements were taken by three different woriters at six 
months (367 aiilmsis), one year (348), two years (329) and 
three years (38) of age. Only the records on femeles were 
studied. 
The standard devlatJ.ons of the measurements were: 
Wither heiglit = .54 to ^77^ of the mean. 
Chest depth = .73 to 1.17/1 of the mean. 
Body length • = 1.13 to 1.5?)^ of the aieaai-
Heart girth = .57 to .6i;» of the meafi. 
Pauneh igirth = .55 to .OSiS of the raean. 
The percentages of information given by measuring once, 
twice and three times on each date were as follows; 
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toither height - 95, 974- and 98-j-
Giiest depth - 95, 98-^ and 99 
Body length - 86, 93 aM 95 
Heart g^rth - 96, 98+ and 99 
Paunch girth <^ 98, 99+ and 99+ 
From these results It feas decided to measure each animal 
twice on each date in subsequent work. 
2. Effect of inbreedinft on size and production 
Some of the effects of Inbreeding were observed over a. 
century ai^o, but not until Wright (1922) developed an accu­
rate and easy method of computing the degree of inbreeding 
cuuld comprehensive studies be made and their results com­
pared satisfactorily. One of the early studies of the? effect 
of inbreeding on dairy cattle was undertaken at the New 
Jersey station. Some of the results are reported in Bart-
^ (19'39 and 1942), Bartlett and Margolin (1944) 
and Margolin and Bartlett (194&). A suaimary of their studies 
Is i^ivexi in the ls,st paper naaied. The study started iiiitii 45 
Holstein cows of normal size, good type, a. minlrBum of 5.6:s 
test and at least 480 pounds of fat. Pour sires were selected 
but only tne descendants of one were considered in the 1945 
paper. Ihe iaetings varied from non-relatives to full-eibs 
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and parent-ofl'spring. Wither height, heart girth and weight 
were laeasured at monthly intervals up to ten months of age, 
then every three months, 'rhey concluded that dairy cattle 
can be intored up.to 20^1 without detrimental effect on size 
or i-Jroductlon If selection Is practiced. Beyond £0^ inbreed­
ing- tended to reduce size. However, they reported on only 
35 animals of wiilch only three i-^ere inbred over 20/^-
In 1940 Dlckerson reported some results on 71 inbred 
and 100 non-inbred Holstelns. The average inbreeding i^aa 
16/i. The Inbreds showed a 10/s reduction in birth weight, 
but this difference tended to decrease as development pro­
ceeded. 
Tyler ^  (1947 and 1949) studied 794 calves from 
three unrelated her^s of The 'Wisconsin State Department of 
Public Welfare. The inbreeding varied from 0 to 37/S', but 
they did not class anything under 6% as an inbred. They 
found no evidence of decrease in wither height or heart 
i^irth at six months of age. Selection was not believed to 
be a i"actor in their work. They found a reduction of 74 
pounds of sailk and 2.3 iJourids of fat with 1% increase in 
inbreeding, but this v#as not considered large enough to be 
liaportant. Birth weight was reduced .28 pounds with 1;^ 
increase in inbreeding. 
Baiter ^  (1945) using Holsteln females found that 
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i^lther heart girth and weight x%'ere reduced when-
selection was wot practiced. Heart girth vias the least 
al'I'ected. 
In a study tjased on the Holstein herd at Iowa State 
College, Kelson and Lush (1950) concluded that increased 
inbreeding resulted in decreased skeletal size up to four 
yeiTs of age, but mature %ielght was not affected. However, 
the merBc,e inbreedinti was only about 6^2 although the indi­
vidual aniiaals ranged from 0 to 28/1. The measures used to 
indicate slse were wither height, chest depth, body leng;th, 
heart girth, paunch girth and weight. The per cent change 
in the mean of the various measures, for 1^1 Increase in 
inbreeding, were as follows; 
'Wither height = -.02 to -.08 
Chesi depth = -.15 to -.16 
Body length =• -.11 to -.12 
Heart girth = -.13 to -.16 
Faunch girth - -.12 to -.21 
Weit^ht =• -.20 to -.44 
In view of the results obtained in the various studies they 
eeeai justified ixi their conoluslon t-liat enough selection can 
be practiced to counterbalance at least Zf« inbreeding ')er 
generation. 
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3. Other factors 
Apart from the sex dlfferenoe, which is clearly estab-
lisiieii, there has toeen little published concerning factors 
affecting the various 'body measurenients concerned In this 
study. However, some worK. lias been clone to find Mliat 
factors affect birth weiijlit of the calf. Ift an esrly study 
of birtli weights Eckles (1919) found a relation between age 
of dam aad birtJi weight of the calf. Ihe largest differ­
ence «as betifeen first aad second calves. He also concluded 
that birth weight was affected by gestgition length, ile could 
see no relation between nutrition of the dam and birth weight 
of tne calf except in extreme oases. His findinii'S have been 
corroborated by several workers including McCandlish (1922) 
and Pitch £t (19L4). The latter found that cows fed 
straife-i't all'alia, as opposed to those fed alrali'a plus silage 
or alralfa plua sila^^'e plus grain, were smaller and had 
smaller calves; but the calves were larger in proportion to 
the size of the daai. They found that calf size at birth 
increased up to about six years. This latter conclusion is 
su,Pjj'Orted by several authors lncluaini_'^ Damson et_ al. (1947) . 
The first biometric analysis of birth %/eight was that 
by Knat^-p £t (1940), t-^ho attributed •38/9 of the variation 
in birth x-jeigiit to the combined influence of gestation leng;th, 
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calling sequence mid size of dam. Their work, was based on 
1-33 calves froia Mllltittg Shorthorns and 164 calves from Beef 
Sxiortiioras. Tiiel.r' aaalysis gave oorreiatloris of .61 and .50 
between tiestation. length and birtti weight. Other estlffiates 
are given by Rathore (1947) as .21 ai»ong Hoist ©ins in the 
Iowa State College herd," and by Uman (referred to by Rathore) 
. 
A number of workers including Inapp £t _al. (1940.) have 
found evidence of a seasonal effect on birth fe>elght. Spring 
calves seem to be lightest whereas late -sumffier aiid fall 
calves ere heaviest. 
4. lieritabilities 
, Heritability is defined as th?}t portion of the total 
variance which is attributable to the action of genes. Hie 
ideal method of iiieaBuririg heritabili ty would be to include 
only the additive genetic portion of the variance, vSince 
j^enfctlc improvement usually ciepenip on. the seleetion of 
animals with superior additive genetic breeding Values. So 
far no method has been .devised which will clearly isolate 
the additive, doiainancQ and epistatlo portions from eaeh 
other or from the joint effeot of environment and heredity. 
Thus most of the estimates of heritability may contain 
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Yaryltig proportions of v&Tiame other than that due to 
distinctly aciditivt; ^^erie effects* 
One of the earliest efforts to measure the liaportaace 
of heredity and environiaerit in dairy cattle was made by 
Gowen (1934). He used 14,,000 Jersey coim from the Register 
of Merit for the ye&TB 1900 to 1923. All records v/ere 364 
to 366 o,ays in leiit'tli. The heritability of fat production 
was in the vicinity of .5, but no allowance was made for 
herd differences. 
Pluci (1935) concluded that the heritability of 243-a.ay 
fat production was between .25 sjid .33. This estimate is 
based on aore than 2,000 cowg from herds which had been in 
lovia Cow Testing Associations for p.t least three consecutive 
years. His result is in close agreemtnit vlth those of Lush 
et al» (1941) . The latter rei^ort was based on two studies, 
ono using 676 daughter-dain pairs from 103 sires, the other 
using 3,010 such pairs froia 209 sires of the Holstein-
Friesian breed. Their values were '.25 and .£8 for fat, and 
.30 and .33 for milk. 
Tyler and Hyatt (194?) studied heritability of niilk 
production, fat proclucfcion aud fat percentage* Their rlata 
consisted of 6,888 daughter-dcm pairs from 374 Ayrshire sires. 
After correcting their records to a twice-a-day, 305-day 
basis values of .31 for Eiili, .28 for fat and .55 for fat 
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percentat^e^ i^ere obtained. These results are in close agree-
raent witii those rei^orted earlier.. Koweirer, Tyler and Hyatt 
do not. specify whether or not their analysis was on an. intra 
iiyrd basia. The results obtained by Touchberry (1951) also 
agree with earlier work. He found herItability for fst wae 
.35 Willie tiiot for milk was .28. His values were bcsed on 
187 fiaUfeiiter-daiE pairs from 22 sires In the Holsteln herd 
at Iowa State College. Only the lactation cominenceG nearest 
the third blrt.h<-iay wss used. 
One of the ©ore recent studies was that by GJelntsd 
(1955) from £,628 heifers by 149 bulls in the Danish Bull 
I'estiiiij; stations. His estimates were .79 for milk, production 
and .71 for 4% fat corrected milk. The method of estimate 
was four times the Intrsslre eorrelptlon of paternal half 
sios. ihere h^s aa yet been no satisfactory explanation for 
the difference between Gjelated* s estimates and those of 
othv;rs. The tendency for herltabillty of fat corrected milk 
to be lower than that of milk is in agreemeut with work by 
14c Gi 111 art.-. (1S54). 
Touchberry (1S51) obtained the follot-zing intimates of 
herltabillty of size r.t 'ihreo years: 
'Wither height = .726 
Cheat depth = .801 
Body length = .576 
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Heart girth = .614 
Paimch girth = .265 
Weii^ht = .370 
ihe estimates were from 167 daughter-cam pairs, obtained by 
doubling:, the intraaire correlation between daughter and dan-
Tyler ^  §1. (1948) presented, estimates of heritnbi-
11 ti' 01" size among Holstcins tmd Ayrehires rt different a^jes. 
pjooUij the Hoi steins, size was indicates by wither hel^'ht 
and heart ^irth. Among the Ayrshires it was Indicated by 
wither hel^jht and vteli^t. The results ere shown in Table 1. 
Table 1. Heritability of 
In Holsteln 
body size at 
anci Ayrshire 
various ages 
cattle^'' 
Breed Age flumber Heritability 
Holsteln 6 months 425 about . 15 
Holsteln 18 months E45 .35 to .65 
iiol stein Mature 244 .30 to .60 
Ayrshire 6 months 222 .20 to .35 
Ayrshire 12 months 223 .30 to .60 
Ayrshire 18 months 211 .20 to .40 
Ayrshire 36 months 202 .15 to .30 
••'-•Juiiiaiarized from Tyler and ilyatt (1948) . 
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Gjelstad (1953) obtained a value of .?2 for herltabi-
11 ty of •.•/eight. Tile weight used was taken In March during 
the latter part of the first lactetion. 'Ihe dsta %mre from 
Dt^nlsh Bull Testing stations. 
Ratiiore (1947) obtained herltabllltles of birth wslght 
rarij^log I'roia .264 to .416. He concluded that the most reli­
able estimate vms .346, based on sn intra-slre Intra-year 
analysis. His data were 3?1 slngle-blrth calves in tiie 
llolstein herd at Iowa Stcte College. 
B. aieriotyplc .Relations 
1. Body measurements 
One of the eorlleot studies on correlation bett-ieen bofiy 
parts of'dairy cattle was that fay Ck>wen {1933a). He used 
6,000 Jersey cattle frora 15 states; also 736 slre-daut>hter 
pairs. Correlations between daughter and daa were similar 
to those betifieen sire fjnd daia. A strong herd effect was evi­
dent In the aata but this was not removed In the correlations 
ho presented. Tuuchberry (1951) listed correlations between 
various traits as shotrm in Table 2. 
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fable 2. Piienotyplc correlations between measures 
of size in the same Individual on 187 
three-year-old Holstelns from the 
Iowa State College Herd'"' 
B  C D  E F Q  H 
A  .738 .670 .634 .£74 .534 .021 -.009 
B  .712 .810 .425 .665 .015 -.009 
C .563 .404 .701 .02£ -.098 
D .607 .808 -.083 .086 
E .643 -.002 -.025 
F  -.044 -.080 
a  .871 
A - Wither height D - Heart girth G - Milk production 
B - Chest depth E - Paunoh girth H - Fat production 
C - Body length F - Weight 
*Summarised from touchtoerry (1951). 
2.  B o d y  measurements and meat production 
Lush (1932) stuaiea. records on 241 beef cattle, most of 
which were Herefords, although some -were 50)2 Brahman and 
others showed some Shorthorn characteristics. All were con-
teiBi-orary and were divided into lots for feeding. He obtained 
within lot iaultlple correlation coefficients. From these he 
concluded, that the most impsrtant measurements for obtaining 
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high dressiiig percentage and meat value were a large heart 
girth with small chest depth and relatively small paunch. 
He also found thnt animals wiilcli were taller and longer at 
the start of the feeciing period tended, to haire faster and 
more efficient growth. These animals were all fed an equal 
nuiaber of days. 
Ml investigation with a similar puri^ose v"as reriorted 
by Black ^  ed. (1938). They found that skeletal roeasuree 
(wither height, chest oeuth and body length) were negatively 
correlated with dressing per cent, fat per cent, per cent 
edible meat and slaughter grade. The correlations were hl^ly 
significant. However, they had only 50 steers of beef, dual 
PUTtXiBe and dairy breeds. The differences between breeds, 
particularly where one breed hes been selected for s-hortness 
and meat production, lliait the confidence that can be placed 
in the results, they also found that heart girth, the ratio 
of heart girth to wither height, and the ratio of weight to 
wither height tiroes body lenii'th nere positively and slgni~ 
ficantly correlated v.>lth laeat traits. A further comp'llca-
tion lies in the fact tha.t they fed to a constant welf^ht of 
900 pouncis. This would result in beef animala having a 
higher degree of finish than the dairy breeds. 
Cook £t al. (1951) conducted a study on 157 Milking 
Shorthorn steere. These steers had been on H.o.P. feeding 
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trials toet^ween 193fc and 1S49. ®iey were placed on R.O.P. at 
5Q0 pounds and fed to 900 pouncSs.' The treatment up to 500 
pounus differed between the 95 from esrly years and the 62 
fro la lfc,tt,r ye; re. The first 95 were bucket fed, whereas 
tne later ones tv-fjre nursecJ,. One- analysis was clone on all 
157, aiiother on only 6£. The results are isresented in Table 
5. 
A further etudy involving the 62 animals mentioned 
above, as »ell as 101 Beef Shorthorns %?as reported by Yao 
ert _ai • (19t>3}. Ail of these were nursed up to 500 pounds. 
The two groups '.vere analyzed separately. As In other reports 
Table 3. Correlations between body measures and 
meat production in 157 Milking 
Shorthorn steers**'*'' 
I4®at production char 'acterlGtic 
Body 
iseasure KuKiber 
Slaughter 
grade 
Carcass 
grade 
Dressing 
per cent 
Wither height 
157 
62 
».40-:H^ 
-.19 -.06 .06 
Body length 
157 
6£ 
-.16* 
.0£ 
-.21«-=^ 
.16 
-. 20*^^ 
.20 
Heart girth 167 62 .15 
.09 
.12 
-.02 
.43«» 
^••Indicates significance beyond the level. 
^•"^Indicates significance beyond the 1'/^ level. 
•^•'^-"'SuBiiaarlzed from lao et al. (1953). 
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the correlations between isfeeletal measures end the three 
production meaaures in Table 3 were generally negative. 
Ihcy alpjo founrj. that wither height was negatively correlated 
i.lth alaUtiXityr grade and carcass grade. Kohli ^ t (1951) 
usir% the 157 Milking: Shorthorn steers used by Cook £t al. 
(reported above) concluded that animals with shorter body 
aiid 'Wither hei^iht ^ere slightly superior in rate of gain 
and feed utiiiaation. Hoi-jever, they did not taie into 
account the fact that preference had changed in favor of 
shorter animals, while at the same time nutritional advance­
ments had led to faster £jaiiis. 
Johansson and flildeaan (19S4), >iorkin,;;5 with slaughter 
house data on £,448 Swedish Red and Whites and 618 Hoisteins, 
found correlstions of .689 to .946 between heart girth and 
live weii;;ht. Heart girth v.ras also stronnly correlated with 
ce..rcass weight. The breeds were ari£ly?.ed separately. A 
separate correlation wae caleulfited for e.'^ch of severp,l age-
sex roups. 
A few studie:-. have Indicated th?-;t weights at birth and 
at leter stsges are correlated. For exsBv:-le Dawson £t al. 
(1947) ucinj;: 402 Beef Shorthorns found a  correlation of - . 6 2  
betwc..n birth weight and days to 900 pounds. The correla­
tion between birth weight and days from 500 to 900 pounds 
was -.£8. They reported thgt Krasnov and Pak; found birth 
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weight v a s  correlated .39 to .58 with weight at four months 
and .41 to .56 -with adult weight, torkers at Arizona (1937) 
showed a correlation of .537 between birth weight and aver-
afe'e daily gain. 
3. Body measurements and milk production 
Qowen (1933b) seems to hafe conducted the first study 
on the relation between body size and milk production. His 
data were measurements on 840 Register of Merit Jersey g o v s  
which came frofli different states. After correcting the 
records for age differences he obtained the results shown 
in Table 4. 
Table 4. Correlations between body measurements and 
dairy production on 840 Register 
of Merit Jerseys* 
Character MUM. Pat 
Wither height .16? .EEl 
Chest depth .128 .165 
Body length .134 .164 
Heart girth .043 .104 
ir'aunch girth .118 .159 
Weight .272 .298 
^Sumfflarized from Gowen (1933b). 
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Tile presence of herd differences may account for these 
values being higher than those given by Touchberry (1951) on 
Holsteins in the Iowa State College herd. (See Table 2.) 
The latter values were very l0¥ and raostly negative. 
Plum ^  (1952) studied the rels.tionahlp between 
most probable producing ability and growth. Their results 
showed |£,rowth of wither height to be correlated .122 with 
most probable produclnji ability. The latter was correlated 
.344 with £.rowth of heart girth. However, they had only 78 
Holsteins and 27 S-uernseys. 
Straus (1940) after correcting for ege of dam found a 
correlation of -.13 between production of the dam and birth 
weight of the offspring. He had only 72 daughter-dam pairs 
froia 13 sires. 
In a study on Millting Shorthorns, Cbok ^  (1942) 
Investigated the relation between meat production and milk 
production. The data, t%'ere from 83 steers and their dams* 
4)^ fat corrected oilk.. The following correlations resulted: 
FCM with muscle/bone ration = -.07 
FC14 with efficiency = 4-.10 
FCM with % fat in the carcass = -.17 
FCM with c&rcas® grade = -.20 
The last two approached significance at the level. 
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C. Genetle Relations 
1. Methods 
One of the earliest efforts to determine genetic rela­
tionships was aiafie by Castle {1914} using five bone measure­
ments of rabbits. The measurements were taken on the off­
spring^ of a cross between a large and a Sinall race, plus 
the back-cross of the P3__ on the siaall race. His study 1^ 
him to conclude thnt most of the variation in bone length 
could be attributed to a general factor. 
Since that time three methods which can be used for 
attacfcln^:; the probleia of common genetic relBtionship have 
been developed. Two of these methods are soniewhst similar 
in their end results arid in the material used as the basic 
elements. 
The first of these is based on the method of path 
coefficients devised by 'Wright (19£1 and, 1934). 
The second method is that of factor analysis which has 
developed through the -work of raen in the field of psychology. 
For references on this matter see Tanner and Burt (1954). 
The third method is that of genetic correlations pro­
posed by Hazel (1943) and Hazel et bI- (1943). 
Wrlgiit (1918) made use of partial correlations in an 
Investigation of the data first used by Castle. He found 
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that there was variation ia bone length Independent of 
general factors; and that there were eorrelatlons among 
certain of the bones Independent of otheirs. Later, Wright 
(193;i) applied his method of path eoefficients to the prob­
lem of coiaraon cause. Using the same rabbit data, as well as 
some data on chickens, he divi<ied the growth in the five 
bones into portions due to general, group aiid specific size 
factors, and obtained measures of the portion of the vari­
ance that was attributable to each. 
The method was applied to dairy data by Touchberry 
(1951). Tile data wers-, from the Holstein herd at Iowa State 
Gollegf. They consisted of aieasures of wither height, chest 
depth, body length, heart girth, paunch girth, tveight, type, 
fflilk production and fat production on 187 three-year-old 
daughter-daffi pairs. The method was applied first to the 
phenotypic relationship, then to the genetic. The results 
from the ^jhenotypic analysis contain all coEiiaon causes. 
For example 50jl of the variance in three traits may be due 
tu cojunion causes, but these causes would be genetic as well 
as environmental. The genetic analysis on the other hand 
gives the subdivision of the g,enetlc factors affecting the 
measures (insofar as it is feasible to isolate the genetic 
relationsnips). The genetic correlations on which Touch-
berry based his work were obtained by th© method given by 
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Hazel (194J), using Intra-slre correlations between dam and 
offspring. All of the genetic correlations between the 
measures of size were high. Hot«jever, those betire.en size 
aM production are cpite variable. The latter are given 
in Table 5. 
Table 5. Genetic correlationd as found from 18? 
daughter-dam pairs of the Holstein 
Herd at Iowa State College* 
' A  B C D E F 
a -.081 «.14£ -.317 -.351 -.584 -.526 
H -.145 -.069 .150 -.278 .496 -.235 
A  - Wither height 
B - Chesc depth 
C - Body length 
D - Heart girth 
E - Paunch girth 
P - Weight 
G- - Milk production 
H - Fat production 
^Summarized from Touchberry {1951). 
Method two (factor analysis) was applied to dairy data 
by Tanner and Burt (1954). fheir data were measures from 
67 Milking Shorthorn and 105 Ayrshires; each group from four 
ht^rds. Although their method vas not used in detailed 
genetic analysis it did demonstrate a difference between the 
two breeds in the grouping, of factors. For ©xample, 15 
body measurefflents wer-.v classed into a general and two group 
factors for the Shorthorns, -whereas the iiyrshlre data 
permitted claa@ii'lci:ition Into a general ai'^d fl¥e group 
factors. Ho"wever, the deta were quite inadequate as the 
immiDers were siaall aiid herd differences were present. 
Tnese worliers Si^plied tlieir aietliod to tiie rabbit and 
ciiicken data ysed irij^lit (1932). The results were 
sitialcir to hie* 
The third method (that of geoetio correlations) has 
been ai>i)lied to several studiesi and in fact was incor­
porated in Toucliberry • s study as outlined atxsve. One of 
the more recent studies is that by G-Jelstad. (1953). fie 
used a method given by Hazel £t (1943). His fiata were 
from the records of the Danish Bull Testing stations. He 
obtained genetic oorrt-latione of .19 betiiieeri lallk and body 
weight and of .29 between 4^ PCM and body weight. His 
analysis was done between sires within AI centres. The 
extent to which extraneous factors ha^e influenced these 
values is not known. Jl perusal of the records does indi­
cate soiiiQ tendency for hulls from a given AI centre to be 
tested in different testing stations. However, it is 
impossible to do more than speculate on the effect of this. 
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III. ' D A T A  
A. General 
The data for this study came f r o m  the Holsteln herd 
at Iowa State' Collfjge• In 1930 a closed herd program was 
undertaken under the direction of Dr. J. L. Lush. This 
program is still in effect and only three minor deirietions 
have occurred. These three deviations from the closed herd 
program are: (a) three proven sires were Introduceti and 
used in 19.52, 1933 and 1934j (b) a few young heifers were 
purchased in the early 1930'e; and (c) a few animals entered 
the herd in 1937 as a result of consolidating the experi-
aiental eiiid veterinary herds. Since 1937 the herd has been 
entirely closed. Approximately 80 cows .'--re maintained in 
the herd. Basically the prograin was designed to study the 
effect of inbreeding wiiioh would result witiiin a closed 
herd whtjre the best aniffialvS were selected for breeding pur­
poses. Selection was practiced primarily on the production 
of the Individual, with some attention given to the produc­
tion of close relatives, and soaie attention to own type. 
The type was rated by Dr. Lush and assistants when the 
aniflial was six aionths, one, two, three, four, five and 
seven years of age. Also an official rating of all animals 
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except those under four or five raonths of age was made each 
^ear. The systera of selection gradually evolved to its 
present basis, which has been in effect since about 1940. 
The present basis of selection is expressed in the follow­
ing index: 
Own performance + *4 (dam's performance) 
•¥ .16 (sun of aaSernal sib performance) 
^ .4 (sum of offspring performance) 
. 2  (sum of paternal sib porforaiance) . 
An individual's performance is based on production and type, 
with production being given about three times as ciuch rela­
tive eiBphasis as type. 
The inbreeding which has occurred has been the result 
of selecting the best animalB on the above basis. This 
inbreeding has amountecl to less than per year. 
Many of the calves in this hei*(i ?:re placed on nutrition 
experiments. As a result there is no set pattern for their 
early manageiaent. However th^re is a general program followed. 
The calf usually has access to the dant for the first four days 
of life. Duririg this time both are kept in a maternity stall. 
The calf is then femoved to the csif barn. Except for devia­
tions due to fcv.periment the calf receives whole milk or milk 
substitutes until about seven weeks old. It generally has 
unlimited access to hay and in addition receives approximately 
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four p3unds of a 16$ cilgestlble proteio concentrate per day. 
At about three laontiis of age the Ciilf Is reraoved to one 
Vjiiijj of the COM barn where it receives iiay ^  lib, but the 
coiicentrate is reduced to 14.5;a digestible protein tdth a 
inaxiffium of six pounds per day. After six iBonths of cge the 
anlffials t^o on iJasture, or Into a feed lot, depending on the 
season. On -^r&aB (pasture or silage) four pounas of a 12/» 
digestible protein concentrate are fed per clay. On corn 
silage tne concentrate la 14.5;f digestible protein. The 
animals ere grouped according to age. 
Heifers ere bred at about 15 moiiths of age, rarely 
later tnan 18 months. In the aiilking herd the cows are 
fed a 14.5;a ciiiiestlble protein concentrate based on level 
of production. They are fed hay and silage {in a 1:3 ratio) 
according to size. Coi^s .-re bred about 60 days after calv­
ing. 
Some deviations fitjm this program occur in thet the 
calves are used on iiUtrition experiments beginning about 
four days of age and extending to about three laonths of 
age. Only male celves, frora COMS not being retained in 
the breeding herd, are used on rations expected to have 
drastic results. The rations used with the calves from 
\-yhlch these data come are designed to very the type of 
feed without affectin^^ the l-^^vel of nutrition available 
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to theoi. The calves .-re allotted to the rstioris without 
any reference to their relatlires. Hence tht, re should be 
no correlation between the performance of a daai and the 
type of ration on wnlch the calf is placed. 
Thus it seems reasonable to conolufle that in general 
the animals have received ample feed* and that differences 
in eerly treatment wouM have no effect on dam-offspring 
correlations. 
B. The Measurements 
At the ages of six months, one year,  two years, three 
years, four years^ five years and seven yesrs the following 
measurements are taiten with the animal staiMling squarely 
on all four feet upon a level floor: 
a. Wither height - the vertical distance from the 
floor to the highest ^uoint of the i-jithtrs. 
b. Chest depth - the vertical distance from the chest 
floor to the top line at tho shallo>jest point. 
c. Body length - the horizontal distance from the 
point of the shoulder to the pin bone. 
d.. Heart girth - circumference of the chest at the 
Biaallest point. 
e. Paunch ~ maxlmura circumference of the body. 
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All of the measurements on a particular animal were 
taiien by one ^^iorlter; then the animal vss ip^ved and the 
ffieasurements were taken by another worker. Each seasure-
laent was read to the nearest rsilllcietcr. The wither height 
was laeasured with a celibrated bar having a movable per-
pendicular aFin. The calibrated bar wes held vertical anci 
the ffiovable arm was brought to rest on the highest point of 
the Klthers. The chest depth w&s miiasurod with a calibrated 
bar blth two perpendicular arms formint^ a caliper. One of 
tihe sifiall arms waa set, the otaer movable. The calibrated 
bar was held vertical, the stationary perpendicular ara was 
placed snutiy under the floor of the chest, and the adjustable 
arm was bro^^ht to rest on the back of tiie animal at the 
point of ffilnimum depth. The body length was taken with an 
instrument sirfillar to but larger than that used for chest 
depth. I'iie calibrated bar ifas held horizontal, the fixed 
perpendicular bar was neld snugly against the point of the 
shoulder, and the moving ar.ni of the caliper %ms adjusted 
snugly against the posterior edge of the pin bone. Heart 
girth and paunch girth fe'ere measured by drawing a steel tape 
snugly about the body at the desired point. The animal was 
also weiijhed to the- nearest even pound on each of the dates. 
The measurements taken at six R©nths, one year and ttiio 
years €;re used in this study. 
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The calves Mere weiijiiod to the ne.--rest F^und at the 
time they were taiien from the dsisi (i'£* four days of age). 
These wei^shts are referred to as birth velghtis in this study. 
Aiij cow wriidi lall.ieci for at le^st 60 days in any given 
lactation was considered to have a production record. All 
recorcls were corrected, to 305 days usinfi the factors from 
fl.D.I. - D.ii.I.A. 10 In the D.H.I.A. record book, and to 
twice-a-day aiature equivalent using th.e factors from the 
li.i.D.A.'s B.D.I. - Inf. - 162 published in 1953. The 
resulting production was corrected to 3.5;1J fe.t corrected 
ailk using the formula (.43) milk 4- (.16) fat, devised by 
McGilliard (1954). The reason for using 3.5,52 PCM instead 
of 4.0/i FCM was that it is closer to the sversge of the 
Holstein breed. 
Ml production records nre averages except where speci­
fied otherwise, and. are coded to the nearest 100 pounclf?. 
However, all correlations and. recrer.ssions involving produc­
tion are corrected to a 5lni^;le lactation basis. 
C. iUiiraals in the Study of Sex and Year Differences 
All aniinals on whom measurements were talien at six 
months, one year, and two years of age were used in this 
phase of the study. There were 613 females and 245 males 
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at six months, 592 feiaales and 101 males at one year, anfi 
544 females arid 40 loales at two yesrs of a^e* 
D. Arsifflals ift the Study of Keritabilitles 
and Senetic Correlations 
1. Males 
Only offspring and dams both of which had the same 
measurenients could be used in this phase, fhe ©ales were 
only concerned in those estinifates which did not Involve 
milk production. ®iere were 218 males at six months of 
afe-e. Males yere not considered at later ages. 
£. Females 
Only those anlfflals with all measurements and '.^iith a 
production record., and whose dams had measurements and 
production records could be used. There were 334 females 
used in computing herltabllitles and genctlc correlations 
(except that only ^cSS of the 334 had birth weight recorded). 
The average riumber of records aaoni^ the cows was 2.40, with 
a standard deviation of 1.66. .Among their dams the average 
number of records was 3.?3, with a standard deviation of 
1.83. 
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E. Anliaals in tiie Study of Reciproc?rl Gorrelatlons 
f'iiis particular study was concerned with the problem of 
tiie extent to whicn coKiraon non-genetic causes influence the 
si2,e of the daughter at six montiis, anci the production of 
the cia:& in the contemporary lactation. Therefore the only-
cows siiich could be used were; those whose caias had a record 
in the lactation which began b% the birth of the cow, b& 
well as at least one other record. 'Biere wr-re 287 daughter-
daiu pairs. I'he averag'o nuraber of records of the dams was 
4.11 i-;ith a standard deviation of 1.63. 
F. Animals in the Study of Time of "Sxpression of 
the Coiaiaon ion-genetic Causes in E 
This study was undertalsen to determine when coiamon 
non-genetic causes showed their effect on the offspring 
(i.e. before or after parturition). The only animals which 
could be used were those with a recoiled birth weight. The 
deisis required a record in the lactation begun with the birth 
of the daughter, and at least one other record. There %jere 
254 doughter-dam Pairs. 
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IV. ANALYSIS AHD RESULTS 
A. Symbols 
Throughout the remainder of this report the following 
symbols will be used; 
F - Production of 3.5;I milk 
H - Wither height 
D - Chest depth 
L - Body length 
C - Heart girth 
(} « Paunch girth 
W - Weight 
B - Birth weight 
S - A collective reference to 
all body measurements.• 
The symbols without primes refer to the offspring; 
those with primes pertain to the dam. refers to the 
lactation oegun at the birth of the offspring concerned in 
the particular correlations. refers to the average 
production of the da® in all other lactations. 
^ - Significant beyond the 5^ level. 
** - Significant beyond the 1^ level. 
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B. Treataent of the Observations 
1. Bod..y meg mroamits 
Beoause the sexes differ in sise (see fable 5) it 
seemecl ad.¥isable to correct for these differences and then 
use all animals as one grown. But ciialysis of variance, 
Table 6. Avera-:.® meaBurements for each of the sexes 
at each of the three ages 
Age Sex Ho. H D L C G W 
6 mos. M 24b 99.6 46.5 106.7 121.0 151.2 363 
P 613 98.1 45.5 104.5 118.3 146.1 331 
1 year M 101 116.7 58.4 130.5 152.7 183.1 654 
F 592 114.2 56.6 127.9 147.2 177.1 595 
E years M 40 1-33.7 72.8 160.0 192.3 223.5 1267 
P S44 129.0 68.3 150.4 180.9 220.5 1050 
the results of which are shown In Tables 11, 12 and 13, 
conducted on all available animals of the saiB© age as a 
single gTOup, showed significant Interactions between year 
and sex. Year differences and sex differences were tested 
against the sex-year interaction. The latter y&s tested 
against the error. The year3.y s.verag:es for fernalss at six 
ffionths of age ere shown in Table 7. The aiTounts by which 
Table ?. Average measurements for females at six 
months of age by years 
Year No. H D L C G W 
1931 3 97.2 44.7 102.5 119 ;3 146.0 321 
193£ 12 100.5 46.0 105.9 122.3 150.4 366 
19 as 19 99.9 46.6 106.7 123.5 154.5 366 
1934 13 97.2 45.1 104.7 118.9 • 144.6 320 
1935 17 101.8 47.8 110.1 127.0 156.9 394 
1936 21 101.7 48.3 110.0 123.8 155.6 391 
193? Ik 101.9 47.7 110.8 122.0 154.0 371 
1933 23 97.2 45.3 103.1 116.4 142.6 312 
1939 c7 98.7 46.0 105.9 118.5 146.7 336 
1940 25 98.9 46.4 106.0 119.8 143.7 331 
1941 27 101.3 47.4 108.9 122.9 148.8 367 
1942 3£ 99.6 47.3 106.4 118.4 146.8 356 
1943 38 96.2 44.9 102.8 111.9 143.2 318 
1S44 40 96.8 45.0 103.9 117.8 145.2 326 
1945 36 98.6 45.0 104.4 118.1 145.5 333 
1946 £5 99.3 45.4 106.1 119.7 146.8 346 
1947 3? 96.5 44.5 102.4 116.4 140.1 304 
•1948 31 95.8 43.8 101.1 113.6 138.5 291 
1949 £8 97.0 44.7 102,6 116.1 143.8 314 
1950 37 96.8 44. E 101.5 115.0 143.7 302 
1951 29 96.4 45.1 102.1 117.6 149.4 321 
195£ 37 98.1 45.9 104.0 119.4 148.9 340 
1953 46 97.1 44.9 103.8 116.4 146.6 321 
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the yearly averages of the males fieviste from those of th© 
females are shown in Table 8. Tables 9 and 10 contain the 
yearly averages of females at one and two years of age respec­
tively . 
The existence of significant sex-year interactions 
raised the question of what basis to use for corrections. 
In order to avoid the inevitable complications the sexes 
were analysed separately. Because the males were selected 
intensely and few remained in the herd until one or two years 
of a.y;e they t^ere studied at six months of age only. Thus 
the four groups studied separately as concerns body measure­
ments were (.1) males et six months, {2) females st six 
months, (3) females at one year and (4) females st two years. 
Because the bulls in this herd are generally used about 
one year, much of the difference between years might have 
been caused by sire differences. Iherefore each of the four 
groups was analyzed within sires. In fact except for corre­
lations between characters in the same individuals ^at six 
months of age, the whole analysis is of intra-sire offspring-
dam reli-,tlunships. Each body measurement was the average of 
two observntions made by different observers a few minutes 
apart. 
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Table 8. Deviations between males and females 
at six months of age by years 
Year No. H D h C G ¥ 
1931 -
1932 — — ,— 
1933 1 6.1 3.5 6.6 9.E -.1 50 
1934 6 1.3 1.7 2.1 4.8 14.2 40 
1935 3 -.3 1.4 .5 4.5 7.5 43 
1936 4 1.7 .6 .0 .1 1.4 -9 
1937 9 -.8 .4 -1.6 .0 .8 0 
1938 3 3.1 a.i 5.0 3.8 5.1 43 
1939 5 .9 .6 1.5 2.0 4.0 24 
1940 13 2.5 1.6 2.9 3.8 6.2 36 
1941 16 1.5 1.0 2.3 4.5 6.7 38 
1942 4 .1 .6 -2.1 1.1 -1.2 0 
1943 8 fc.? 1.8 3.1 7.8 8.5 55 
1944 12 -.1 .0 -1.4 -.7 -.6 -2 
1945 11 -1.6 1.1 -.5 2.4 -.3 -1 
1946 14 -Ji.7 -1.0 -4.9 -3.0 —2.3 -34 
1947 19 3.4 1.9 3.1 5.1 9.0 46 
1948 19 1.4- 1.3 1. <s 4.3 6.3 27 
1949 15 2.6 1. & 2.0 4.2 7.0 33 
1950 22 3.3 1.9 3.4 4.8 8.1 43 
1951 29 3.6 ?.o 2.9 5.1 IE.3 41 
1952 14 1.0 .9 3.9 r- "Z . "3 11.1 39 
1953 18 1.3 .9 1.3 1.8 2.9 15 
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fatole 9. merage measurements for females at 
one year of age by years 
lear Ho. H D L C G M 
1931 1 114.9 55.2 189.3 146.5 174.8 574 
19 3 £ 13 116.1 57.E 1S9.9 150.9 162.0 628 
19-i3 18 117.9 58.9 132.8 156.4 187.3 701 
1954 18 115.5 67.7 129.6 153.4 183.5 63B 
19-35 14 117.0 58.7 132.9 155.6 180.7 670 
1936 2,2. 117.1 59.4 132.3 153.6 182.5 674 
IS 37 15 118.9 60.0 134.4 154.8 187.5 694 
1938 2£ 115.3 57.5 130.0 149.5 180.6 623 
1939 20 114.2 57.4 1 148.1 183.5 635 
1940 31 116.0 57.8 131.0 149.5 180.7 627 
1941 £1 116.7 58.7 13<;.2 152.5 182.9 652 
194£ 30 115.3 57.6 128.8 144.7 175.2 602 
1S43 24 114.9 56.3 127.6 144.8 177.0 590 
1944 48 110.9 54.3 123.1 141.2 170.0 523 
1945 31 114.0 55.9 126.4 146.4 179.1 589 
1946 27 113.9 • 55.7 126.7 146.8 173.0 570 
1947 27 113.4 54.8 126.1 143.6 169.0 543 
1948 40 113.2 55.6 125.8 145.4 173.2 562 
1949 28 HE.6 55.6 126.6 144.6 170.5 564 
1950 31 113.5 56.2 128.0 146.6 177.4 591 
1951 36 113.5 56.0 126.5 145.6 175.8 573 
1952 31 113.3 56.8 127.2 148.3 181.0 606 
1953 48 114.1 56.4 127.6 146.4 178.1 591 
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Table 10. Average measurements for females at 
two years of age by years 
Year No. H D L C G W 
1931 3 130.6 69.1 151.3 188.8 224.4 1125 
19.32 13 131.6 69.0 155.4 187.2 220.3 1119 
1933 14 129.9 68.5 152.6 183.3 220. e 1076 
1934 17 130.8 69.8 154.2 190.7 231.8 1167 
1935 16 129 .9 69.7 150.6 186.1 223.1 1086 
1936 11 130.2 71.8 154.8 188.3 225.6 1141 
1937 18 130.1 69.4 150.8 18£.6 2: 4.1 1091 
1938 16 130.4 69.4 151.5 179.3 218.3 1046 
1939 24 130.2 68.7 151.8 181.2 227.7 1091 
1940 16 128.2 68.3 149.9 178.9 220.9 1025 
1941 31 130.3 68.6 151.8 180.5 221.6 1068 
1S42 20 130.0 69.5 153.6 181.8 227.3 1132 
1943 30 12S. 2 68.0 151.4 177.6 219.7 1045 
1S44 24 128.8 67.0 149.0 176.9 821.1 1021 
1945 46 126.4 66.7 147.0 176.2 213.6 966 
1946 28 128.S 67.7 149.8 131.2 218.9 1036 
1947 25 128.7 66.3 143.5 178.8 212.5 9 SI 
1948 26 1£8.6 66.9 149.5 177.8 215.0 995 
1949 38 127.8 67.7 148.8 179.6 219.0 1028 
1950 28 l£S.l  68.7 150.7 131.7 221.5 1046 
1951 31 128.9 68.4 151.3 182.0 £19.8 1050 
1952 35 127.9 68.0 148.6 179.6 217.6 1023 
IS 53 29 1E8.8 69.£ 146.8 184.8 227.0 1094 
3? 
fable 11. Mean squares for the various characters 
at six iKjntiig of age 
Source df H D L C G W 
Years 22 98^^^ 46#« 212^^^ 675#.!i 21,1'76*^^ 
Sex 1 356«* 180*» £40« 1326»» 4541»'5^ 81,576^« 
Year x sex £0 27^*'* 8»* 55»'» 118* 5,986«* 
Error S14 13 4 23 29 72 2,150 
Table 12. Mean squares for the various chsracterr 
at one year of age 
Source df H D L C G ¥ 
lears 22 82^-^* 52«» 206'''^« 368*^ 632*« 49,686** 
Sex 1 296-»f^ 2102'''« 3020-«'^ 300,847** 
Years :c sex 19 £.3* 15«« 62*» 131^^ 18-3«« 14,776*® 
Error 650 12 4 S6 36 76 4,608 
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Table 13. Mean squares for the various characters 
at two years of age 
Source df H D L C G W 
Years 22 42* 20 158 314*« 503»» • 69,180^"» 
Sex 1 827*'^' 767«« 3413®» 4789'-^^ -336 1,763,490»* 
le&rs X sex 19 16 26«* 269^^ 50 112 12,467 
Error 541 11 4 60 39 133 10,472 
2. Birth wei^<ht 
Later lii this investigation birth weight was Introduced 
as one of the characters. In these data birth weight in­
creased markedly witii increasing age of fiaia (except for cows 
over 8.5 years). The data were corrected to a six-year-old 
basis by adding to each individual birth weight the differ­
ence between 96.8 (the averag® of the six-year-old claps) 
and the average of the group from which the individual csroe. 
The averages for the various classes are given in Table 3.4. 
3. "Milk production 
'ihe actual milk and fat production records were cor­
rected to a twice-a-day, 305-day mature equivalent basis. 
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Table 14. Uncorrected avera,ge birth wei|#it of 
calves by age of &m 
Age class liiidts Sumber Birth weight 
Under 2-6 82 81.7 
2-? to 3-6 62 89.2 
3-7 to 4-6 45 93.1 
4-7 to 5-6 37 94.5 
5-7 to 6-6 13 95.8 
6-7 to 7-6 10 98.0 
7-7 to 8-6 5 105.0 
8-7 to 9-6 1 100.0 
Tile correction factors f o r  age and frequency of milking are 
those from the U.S.D.A.'s B.D.I. Inf. 162 published in 1953. 
'i'h© correction factors for length of record sre those from 
the DHIA herd record book BDI • D.H.I.A. 10. Ihe production 
was then corrected to 3.5/1 ©ilk as this value is nearer the 
average for the Holetein breed. The production record ueed 
was the average of all lactations by that cow. Later all 
correlations and regressions involving milk production were 
corrected to a single lactation basis. 
C. Meritabilities 
Heritabilities were calculated by doubling the intra-
sire regression of offspring on dam. Heritabilities are 
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given in Table 15. The one for 3.5/iJ milk is on e single 
lactation basis. 
The herltability found for birth weight -559 on 
295 fiaughter-ciaia pairs. 
Sable 15. Heritability estimates of size at 
various ages and of production 
among offspring-das pairs 
Males ® Females ^  Females ^ Females 
six Bonths six months one year two years 
H .279 .337 .436 .856 
D .142 .245 .343 .793 
L .086 .172 .194 .627 
C .105 .182 .278 .549 
Gr .098 .251 .294 .412 
W .097 .136 .207 .527 
i-
.122 .122 .122 
a based on 218 pairs 
b based on 334 pairs 
D. ftienotyF>ic Relations 
1 Correcting to a single lact ation basis 
All correlations involving milit Profluctlon (of daughter 
or of uam) were calculated from averages. The averages con­
cerned were based on varying numbers of records. Therefore 
all such correlations were corrected to a single lactation 
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basis. The formula was suggested, by KcGllllard (1954) aM 
Is based on the fact that the expeotation of the variance 
of an averai^e is lesjs than that of the variance of single 
observations; ifhereas tiie expectation of covariances irivolv-
ing an average is the saiue as that of covrriances where 
both measures are single ot>serv??tion8. Thus the numerator 
of the product lioment correlation formula is unbiased by 
the fact that one of the characters (milk production) is 
an average. However, one of the variances in the denomi­
nator is biased. The correction factor Is designed to 
correct this variance. The equation Is as follows; 
r—2 1 J 1 > (n 1) r _ 2 
^ X K. ^ n ^ X 
where is the variance of single observations estimated 
p 
from <7^—1 
(7^— is the variance of the average of the observetions, JC 
r is the correlation between observations on the earn© 
cow repeatability) « .36, 
n is the number of recoMs on the 1th cow, 
K is the number of cows » 334. 
This correction would be applied directly to a regres­
sion of y on X. In this study the only regression corrected 
was that of production of daughter on production of dam. 
Tne square root of the correction would be applied to a cor­
relation involving X. All correlations Involving milk 
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produQtlon were corrected. 
Govarlaiice eiid varlaiice may be affected, by some types 
of selection* In view of the fact that selection KES based 
on the performance of the animals offspring aM half sibs 
as ¥©11 as its oim performance (based on a number of char­
acters), and the fact that many of the dams also appear as 
daughters, it was not possible to evaluate the selection 
practiced. Furthermore it was not considered that selection 
would have had much effect, particularly since much of this 
study was based.on comparlgon of correlations. Therefore 
the correlations were not corrected for selection of the 
dams. 
2. Correlations between characters in the 
satae individual at six laonths of m<e 
These are presented in Tables 16 and 17. Partial 
correlations between weight and each of the body measure­
ments were calculated and are presented in Table 17. 
3. Correlationa between characters of 
Parent and offspring 
The phenotypic correlations between one character in 
the dam and one character in the offspring are presented in 
Tables 18, 19, 20 and 21. 
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Table 16. Pheaotypic correlations between characters 
in the same individual among 218 males 
at six months of age 
D L C G W 
H .852 .816 .8?0 .662 .832 
D .793 .939 .745 .871 
L ,838 .683 .885 
C .814 .939 
Q .830 
All values are highl;^ significant. 
Standard errors range from .036 for the lowest to .008 for 
the.hitihest. 
Table 1?. Phenotypic eorrelations beti^een eharactere 
in the same individual among 334 females 
at six months of age 
D L C W P We 
li .827 .820 .829 ,682 .823 .066 -.052 
D .776 .911 .744 .cl46 .063 -.024 
L .787 .678 .868 .106 .544 
C .808 .907 .050 .392 
G .866 .069 .592 
W .074 
All values are highly significant except those involving 
milk production. 
Wq - the values in the last column are the partial correla­
tions with weight. 
The standard errors range from .055 for the lowest to .010 
for the highest. 
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Table 18. Phenot:ypic correlations between one character 
In til© dam and one in the son among 
218 pairs at six months of age 
D* L« €' G' W pi 
H .137 .059 .076 . .074 .024 .107 .159 
D .080 .058 .018 .06E .013 .076 .162 
L .002 -.037 .043 -.019 -.002 .063 .145 
C .052 .031 .018 .049 .007 .076 .081 
Q 
-.013 -.020 .010 ' .007 .005 .038 .098 
1 -.009 -.039 .018 -.010 -.008 .044 .087 
Standard errors ranye from .055 for the lowest to .052 for 
tile highest. 
Table 19. Phenotyplc correlations betifeen one character 
in the dsja and on© in the daughter among 
334 pairs at six months of age 
IP D» L« C» CP W ?• 
H .173 .042 .056 .013 -.018 .018 .066 
D .148 .128 .058 .096 .039 .080 .082 
L .042 .088 .001 .037 .047 .108 
C .154 .1£8 .069 .098 .068 .094 .044 
;'Ti a .143 .126 .092 .062 .131 .108 .137 
11 .120 .080 .054 .036 .069 .072 .134 
jf 
.016 -.024 -.024 -.03? -.025 .000 .053 
4' « .05 is .115 P a .01 is .150 
Standard errors range from .055 for the lowest to .051 for 
the hiiihest. 
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Table 20. PtienotyiJlc correlatlofts between one character 
in the darn and one in the daughter among 
334 pairs at one yesr of age 
H' L' D' S' W» pt 
H .228 .157 .127 .145 .030 .097 .053 
D .162 .185 .050 .153 .085 .099 .015 
h .084 .046 .098 .054 .018 .069 .072 
C .147 .168 .063 .144 .143 .143 .035 
G .061 .046 .087 .025 .150 .078 .086 
1ft* .113 .085 .100 .083 .095 .107 .061 
jp 
.023 -.02^ .0S& -.058 -.020 .003 .053 
i = .05 la .115 P » .01 Is .150 
StaJridard errors range from .055 for the lowest to .048 for 
the hig^*est. 
Table 21. Phenotyplc oorrelatioiis between one character 
IR the dam and om in the daughter among 
334 pairs at two years of age 
D» h* C* G' P' 
H .442 .319 .250 .£'34 .056 .217 .077 
D .350 .402 .197 .307 .178 .287 .076 
h .270 .240 .319 .214 .144 .262 .106 
C .325 .325 .155 .275 .202 .271 .065 
Q 
.098 .059 .021 .066 .209 .186 .095 
M .269 .228 .193 .192 .227 .270 .106 
¥ .034 -.OM -.015 -.041 -.014 -.003 .053 
P « .05 Is .115 F « .01 la .150 
Standard errors range from .055 for the lowest to .041 for 
the highest. 
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E. Genetic Helations 
1. Between body measurenieats, only 
Tiae genetic correlations involiring body laeasurerEents 
only were calculated by the equation presented by Hazel 
(1943): 
r,. ^ " '"'•a'Ja , 
" ""JaJa-
where Is the genetic correlation, 
i and J s.re the characters being correlated, 
a arid a* are related inalvlduals, 
ri < , is the correlation between character i in one 
individual and charaoter J in the other. 
The correlations involving body measurements 
only are presented in Tables 28, 23, 24 snd 25. 
£. Between.^body .measurenents and milk, production 
As is readily apparent the method of geometric means 
encounters difi'lculty where tiie signs differ in either the 
numerator or denominator of the correlations. If one may 
suppose that the disagreement in signs is caused only by 
sampling errors, it eeeias logieal to use the arithmetic 
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Table 22. Q-enetic oorrelation between various 
charaotera In 218 son-ciam pairs 
at six months of age 
I) L C G ¥ 
H .713 .527 .753 .202 .6-34 
D .171 .756 .187 .336 
L .011 -248 .778 
c .416 .716 
a .980 
Table 23. Qemtlo correlations betx-ieen various 
characters In 334 daughter-dam 
pairs at six months of age 
D L C G ¥ 
H .527 .687 .347 .413 .419 
D .465 .991 .542 .851 
L .106 .542 .636 
0 .569 .698 
G .885 
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Table 24. Ganetlc oorrelations bet%jeeri vsi^lous 
characters in 334 daughter-dam 
pairs at one year of age 
© L C S W 
H .777 .688 »S04 .231 .670 
D .236 .981 .377 .654 
L .491 .325 .806 
C .411 .66? 
G .679 
Table 25. &en©tlc correlations botweea various 
characters LE 334 daughter-da® 
pairs at two years of age 
D L C a ¥ 
H .779 .687 .791 .243 .698 
D .608 .951 .354 .771 
L • .614 .216 .696 
C .479 .835 
G .863 
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mean Instead of the geometric mean in either the numerator 
or denoffilnator. Hot'iever, a review of* the correlations In 
Tables 19, 20 and 21 indiccites that such, a method Is not 
valid in tirie present data* correlations between the 
production of the aam and measurementj? of the daughter are 
consistently iiii^iier than the corresi^onding c.orrelations 
between production of the deughter aiid measurements of the 
dam. ©lis implies that there is same non-genetie correla­
tion between the production of the dam and the measurecients 
of the daughter, which is not present In the reciprocal corre­
lations. Thus the two correlations in the numerator do not 
appear to be estimates of the saiae per meter* Because of 
this it seems more reatonable to us© only the correlations 
between production of the daughter and measurements of the 
daci, in ti-ie numerator of the forfnula* Both methods were 
applied. The genetic correlations between milk production 
ana body aieasureraents are glwen in Table 26. 
The genetic correlation between birth weight and ©ilk 
production was .191. 
F. Hon-genetic Correlation 
1. femporary ve. pemanent characteristic of the dam 
The excess correlation between the dam's production 
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fable 26. Oenetio oorr-elatlons of milk production 
with TaKlous body measurefflents at 
different ages in 334 
daughter-dam pairs 
B, b a b a b 
li .164 .335 .213 .320 .226 .338 
D -.295 .353 -.219 -.032 -.234 .143 
L «.498 .£51 -.348 .325 -.116 .353 
C -.509 .054 -.659 -.131 -.r541 .101 
G' -.302 .677 -.221 .461 -.129 .372 
.005 .log .004 .169 -.023 .144 
a - calculated using only the phenotypio correlation "between 
d.aughter• s prodwetlon and dam's roeasurements. 
to » calculated using the mean of the reciprocal correlations* 
and daughter* s measurements were considered to be the result 
of either soia© periostient oharaoteristic of the cow lAioh 
affect all of her laotaiions in the same direction, and also 
affected the growth of her calves in the same direction, or 
soiae temporary condition which resulted in rapid growth of 
a calf and high production of the dam in the contemiJorary 
lactation (or vice versa) . In order to anmifer the question, 
of which explanation is most likely, the correlation betiieen 
six-imnth size of the daughter and the |:>roductlon of the dam 
in the contemporary lactation iiaM compared with the correlation 
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beWeeft six-aonth slse of the eame daughter and average 
production of tirie d/?Ei In the Cn - 1) other lactations. 
These correlations are shoifn in Table 27. 
2. Prenatal vs. postnatal effect on the aawghter 
B'pofii the results of the preceding section it seems 
evident that the non-gene tie excess 'between dsB*s produc­
tion and daughter's mensureJiients Is the result of temi^^rary 
conditions. Since the environment of the daa and her 
daughter, during the first six aionths of the letter's life, 
is not coiDffion it w&s thought that the non-genetic effect 
was expressed through the cow. Such an effect could show 
Table 27. Fhenotypic correlations between various 
six-month measares in the aaughter 
and profiuotion of the dm in 
287 dauf^ter-fisjB pairs 
H D L G a ¥ 
^•'1 .126 .077 .115 .070 .077 .124 
f' 
^ a -.020 .023 .032 .023 .OlE .076 
P2_ - indicates production of the dsa in the lactation 
begun at the birth of the daughter. 
P' - indicates the average pTOauction of ttie riata in her 
(n-1) other lactations. 
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its effect during gestation (thus Influencing tlic size of 
tiie foetus), or after parturition (thus having little or 
no effect on the size of foetus). In order to determine 
x./hether the non-genetic effect was expressed on the foetus 
the correlation between birth t-ieight of tlie daughter eiid 
production of the dsja In the ©ont^porarj' lactgtion was 
compared with correlation between "Chc? birth weight of the 
daughter and the average production of the dam in the (n -
other lactations. Since the result was not cle&r cut, the 
reciprocal correlations (dsE's average production with 
offspring's birtl'i weight and daughter's average production 
with daia's birth weight) were compared in order to see if 
there was an excess correlation at this age. The results 
were: 
rpB» « .068 
rp'B .039 
rpj^B » .048 
rp*B « .022. 
a 
These correlations i - re  based on 254 daughter-dam pairs. 
¥, DIGGUSSIO^J 
1. General 
I'iie most striking feature of the preceding analysis 
was the existeace of" siitagoriisas between milk pro-
due tion arid all except one of tlie body measurements stMled,. 
These genetie aritagonisais, a«ii the genetic relationships 
aa'ionts, the Hieasureinents theDJsel¥es, are such that genetic 
progress will be slow in seleetlng for a dual purpose type 
which attampts to combine milk production and beef conforma­
tion. Producers of aie&t from dairy aniffials must either 
coffiproiiiiae on aiil^ yield or on beef confomation. The 
physical characteristics which are associated tidth beef 
carcasses of hign cpality and dressing percentage are nega­
tively associated with milk yield. 
Fortunately,, the genetio relation "between milk yield 
anci iKeli^ht for atie is nearly z.ero. Therefore practically 
no compromise is required in selecting for milli; yield simul­
taneously vltti weiglit for age, exeept as siraultaneous empha­
sis on the two traits necessarily decreases somewhrt the 
emphasis which might be pla.£5ed on either alone. 
Although no partlculr.r effort was made here to analyze 
the influeiices on growth into general, group and specific 
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factors, tlie eategoriea founa by Touchberry fitted the 
present relationships extreraely -well, a-enersl i'actors are 
tiioee v.hlch Irifliience all body mej^surenients. Group factors 
are txiose wrilch contribute to closer tiiaxi average relation­
ships oaong certain or the traits. Trius, wither height, 
chest depth, body length ana, to some extent, heart girth, 
arid weight for age were affected in a sirailer manner by a 
s^roup of skeletal factors. Paunch girth, weityht aiid heart 
^iirth coraprise sniother closely associated group, this being 
a Bianifestation of tiie comaon influence of a group of flesh 
factors. The remaining vsrJ.ation in each character repre~ 
sexits the independent effect of factors which are specific 
for that particular trait. 
B. Inbreeding 
Inbreeding has been increasing sloiAy in this herd as 
a result of the closed herd policy, and appears to have 
caused a decrease in the various measures. let there is no 
a>yParent rt-ason to suppose that such decreases have changed 
the relationship between milk production aiid siae. Some 
slight modification could heve occurred as a result of 
selection; the selection for milk productioii having been 
direct while size 'was selected only indirectly through its 
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association with type classlficstlon and with production. 
C. Relationships In Males vs. Biose In B'eroales 
Because genetic correlations were calculated from reci­
procal phenotyplo correlations between characters on related 
individuals, data on tiie males cannot be used where milk pro­
duction Is c-ncerned. Therefor© this investigation is based 
primarily on data concerning the females of the herd. How­
ever, as ffi^es are the ones most likely to be used for meat 
production, it seems desirable to compere relationships 
amonti the males with those aroong the females. Such a com­
parison was made only with the £18 males and 334 females at 
six Bionths of age, as the males at older ages were fe%? in 
number and were survivors of Intense selection. The corre­
lations in Tables 16 and 17 show no apparent difference in 
developmental relationship for males ae compared with females. 
Ihe last columns of Tables 18 and 19 do not show any real 
difference between the relationship of dam's production to 
son's measurements, and that of dam's production to daugh­
ter's measurements. The correlatioxis lalth skeletal measures 
are larger In the aales, while triose with paunch girth and 
weight are larger in the feaisles, but differences this small 
are likely due entirely to chance. 
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Table 14 Indicates hl^^er htrltabllitles among the 
feiflales; this Is not surprising as some of the males sre 
subjected to more rigorous treatment'than any of the females-
That the Variation mnong the males was larger than that 
airiong- the females can be seen from the standard deviations 
In Table 28. 
Table 28. Standard deviations of body laeasureinents 
of 334 females and S18 malee at 
six months of age 
H D L G Q W 
Males 
Females 
3.64 
3.32 
£.10 
1.83 
4.96 
4.32. 
5.67 
4.74 
8.26 
7.40 
49.65 
38.74 
The differences between males and females in genetic 
correlations as shown in Tables 22 and 23 are erratic. No 
basis is apparent for concluding that the genetic relation-
snips among males are really different fro® those among 
females. The rest of tJrils discussion will be concerned 
with females only. Any conclusions reached should also 
apply to males. 
D. Heritabllities 
Heritabllity of the body measureaents Increased with 
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age. This is not an unexpected situatloo, as older animals 
have had greater opportunity for different types of envi-
ronmeiitsl influences to cancel each other, aa well as for 
genes which SiiOw their effects only late in life to become 
more manifest. 'Ihe estimates found here for the two-year-
olds ere, in general, comparable to those found by Touch-
berry (1951) in the same herd, among three-year-olds. 
The only egtiraate found for heritfibility of birth 
weight was that by Rathore (1947). Using various methods 
of estimation he obtained values of .264 to .416 on Hoi stein 
cattle. He conssldered the value of .348 obtained by intra-
sire intra-year analysis to ue the most accurate estimate. 
The value which was obtained in the ipresent study wa.i .559. 
Ko estimate for heritability of 3.5)C fat corrected milk 
has been published. However, M.cGilllard (1954) obtained an 
estimr'te only slightly hii^her than the value of .122 obtained 
in this study. 
E. G-eneral, Group ar.d Specific Factors 
The correlations bett^reen characters In the same indi­
vidual among six-month-old animals (Table 17) are consis­
tently hi|il-ier than those shown by Touchberry (1951) among 
three-year-old feraales (I'able 2)» If tnis difference is 
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real It could aeairi that growth in the early stages is due 
to i^eneral factors whereas later groi-tfth is affected raore by 
group and specific factors. This effect could also be the 
result of the fact that en'rironiaent has less effect on later 
stages of {growth; and that the effects of iiood and bad envi­
ronments have more nearly cancelled each other. The Increase 
in genetic effects at older ages has already been noted in 
the increased heritabilities. Evidence to sup..Jort the idea 
of delayed effect of group and specific factors is seen by 
compering Tables 2 md 17. All correlations in Table 17 
are larger than the corresponding ones in Table 2, but the 
differences between correlations involving one skeletal and 
one flesh character are greater than between correlations 
involving two skeletal factors or two flesh factors. ¥here 
a character is classifiable both as flesh and skeletal {i.»£. 
heart girth and weight) the difference is interaedlpte. 
This is the situation one would expect if the difference 
between skeletal and flesh characters were increasing more 
rapidly then those between two characters from the same 
group. 
Reciprocal correlations bett-tfeen each measurement in 
the dam mm each meaeurefflent in the offspring increased 
wltii increasing age; but the increase is larger where the 
correlations involve two skeletal or two flesh characters. 
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Tills situation may be attributable to reduced environmental 
effect as well as delayed expression of group and specific 
factore. fiie difference between the environfflent of the d&m 
and thet of the daughter is greater during the first eix 
months t-.^an it is during later growth. Thus the correla­
tion between the six-month laeasurements of the rlam and those 
of the daughter will be less than they would be if envlron-
mental variations were less extreme. Therefore they can be 
expected to increase when these extreme variations no longer 
have an effect. If, in addition, more genetic factors are 
brougi'it to bear, those ohar'acters on which ttef factors have 
a cofflfflon effect will have an increased relationship,; whereas 
tiiO'se characters wliich do not have a common effect will not 
have such an Increase in relationship. The correlations in 
Tables 19, 20 and 21 ghow a tendency toward greater increase 
in correlation between skeletal characters or between flesh 
characters, than between a flesh character aM a skeletal 
character. A® would be expected, the influence of increased, 
» 
genetic effect is less here than it xi?as within Individuals. 
A comparison of the genetic correlations in Tables 23, 
i;4 and E5 snows? that those correlations Involving tvro measures 
from the saine group increast with increasing sge; wheress 
those involving one skeletal and one flesh character decrease 
with increasing age. This is further evidence in support of 
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the idea that the group and specific factors are not fully 
expressed until later stsges of growth* 
p. Production Helationships 
1. Relation of meagureeients to .meat production 
'Work done toy Lush ( 1 9 - 5 2 )  indicated that animals with 
large heart girth, but relatively small chest depth and 
paunch girth, give higher dressing percentage and more valu­
able carcasses. Black et al. (1938) and Coolc et _gl. (1951) 
found that aniaials «lto SHiall linear measures and greater 
heart ^irth gave higher dressing percentage, per cent fat 
and total edible meat. Thus it seems that anirjals with a 
snorter body, loiter withers, smaller chest depth and paunch 
tilrth, tout with larger heart girth, for E given at 
the time of slaughter, give greater returns in terms of meat 
value. The genetic correlatiOBS in Tables 23, 24 and 25 
show positive relationships among all the mef;aureraents of 
size. Therefore, effective selection for any one of them 
would lead to sonm change in the saiae direction in each of 
the others. Thus selection which would reduce those which 
need reducing would also lead to a reduction in heart girth 
and body weii^ht, which need to be kept relatively large. 
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Since these correlatloiis sre not perfect, eereful selection 
eventually bring conformation nearer to that aesired 
by tiie present day beef proflucer. However, such high corre-
latlons do show that careful selection, vith slniultsiHeous 
attention to each character, would be n:<.:cer,SRry to make much 
pro egress ia that direction. The adciitioa oi/ eiiothyr char­
acter, even if it were infiepenient, would ,iaal£.fc si!.i.iultarxeous 
progress even more difficult. ' If another character with 
antagonistic relations ivere added, the difficulty would be 
multiplied. The ultimate goal would, be limited by the pro­
portion of the genetic relationship that is due to pleio~ 
trOiJlc effects. 
EconoiBical meat production Is not, however, entirely 
concerned 'with carcass quality, but Is greatly affected by 
rate and efficiency of growtii. No decisive %'or,k hns yet 
been published on the protslem of the relctlon between body 
cunforiaatlon and rete and economy of gain. The study by 
Lush (193k,) and tha-t by Hults and Wheeler (192?) led to dif­
ferent conclusions; these are the tigo most reli?,ble Btudies 
in that each was concerned with contemporery animals. The 
present de,.ta included no measure of efficiency of ?.';0in, snd 
the only measure of ,,,;roifth rate was weight for age. The 
partial correlations beti»'een six-month weight and each of 
the six-isonth measurements, wltii the others held constant, 
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were calculated and are presented in Table 17. These cor­
relations IridlCiiCii that the heavier animals at olx months 
of age are relatively large in heart girth, paunch ^Irth and. 
body length. 
Tiie genetic standard partial regressions of weight on 
each of the other characters were also calculeted, but are 
not presented due to the high sampling errors asoociated 
with the geni.:tic correlations fro® which they '-;ere calcu­
lated. i\s a result of these large errors, any conclusions 
arawn I'roBi the results would be hitjhly speculative. How­
ever, it is of Interest to note that these standard partial 
regressions Indicate that increased weight st a given age 
is associated with relatively lar^je heart girth and paunch 
g,irth arid relatively small chest depth and wither height. 
2. Measureaients and milk production 
Since progress in selection of breeding stock depends 
on selecting genetically superior animrls, it is helpful 
to nave soaie knowledge of the genetic relationss between the 
characters which tiie breeder iivishc-s to improve. One of the 
methods of estimating the genetic relations is that given by 
Hazel (1943). This method Involves the use of the geometric 
ii;eah of the reciprocal correlations between two characters 
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in related Inalvlduals (parent and offspring In these data)• 
liie reason for using the geometric mean Is that the two reci­
procal correlations are unbiased estlm;ites of the same thing, 
arid tiiat the error of the me&n Is less tli-aii that of either 
one alone. Howe"?er, if one or the other is biased the advan­
tage of usi% tae mcBU is decreased, end laey even be detri­
mental* All plienotypic correlations between dam's production 
and daushter's me&.sureraents (except birth iielght) are larger 
than tiie reciprocal correlations betteeen daughter's produc­
tion and dam's nieesuremtnts. Thus it seems thst the corre­
lations between dam's production and offsarin(;» s measurements 
are not unbiased estimates of the genetic relationship. 
Accordingly, tae correlatioas on which the remainder of 
these interpretations in this subsection are based were 
calculated using only the correlations between daughter's 
production and deja's measurements. Efstlmates using the 
i^eometric mean of the reciprocal correlations were calcu­
lated, axid are presented in Table 25, but merely for pur­
poses of comparison. 
In the preceding subsection (Measurements and Mest Pro­
duction) the discussion was concerned with the effects of 
ohaiiging conformatioii, ij^noring what might happen to milk 
production if selection were for eonfornation only. 'Jlie 
g,enetic correlations in Table 2b (under the (a) columns) 
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make it evident thrit the result of selection Tor njilk pro­
duction wouW be to increase wither iieiolit and decrease 
heart girth. Both of these effects would be detrimental 
to efforts to reach the present beef standards of conforma­
tion. Some decrease in body leiigt,u, chest depth, and paunch 
^Irth could be expected, but the desired result is a decrease 
in these relative to heart girth and weight. Efforts to 
improve lallk' production and change body Cv.mformation at the 
sarae tlae %io«ld require careful compromise selection, xhe 
rate of siiaultaneous iinpreve.merit would be very slow. The 
ultlEi;;:i;e goal, ho'wever, wouj.d be limited only by the propor­
tion of the genetic relations which is plelotropic; never­
theless, the sdvaiitage from the improved carcftss quality and 
meat production wiiich would result froni such a selection 
program seeias not worth the compromise which would be neces­
sary in milk, production. 
3. Meat production aM milk production 
It seems fairly evident froiB the results of this study 
thcit it would be impracticcl for txie dairy breeders in this 
country to embarii on a seluctlon pro|<;r8ia aimed at changing 
tae conforiaation of the speciali;i.eu dairy breeds to resemble 
that of the beef breeds, fherefore It seems likely th^t the 
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dairy producer must continue; to settle for lower meat qua­
lity and lower dressing percentage if he wants to maintain 
the present liigh mili production of the dairy breeds. How­
ever, when a producer sends an animal to asriiet he Is con­
cerned not only with the price per pound, based on the grader's 
evaluation of the animal's quality and dresoing percentage, 
but also with the number of jxjunds he has to sell. For­
tunately weight for age is practically Independent of milk 
production genetically. Therefore it siiould be possible to 
select simiiltaneously for x-ieight for age and milk production, 
with no laore coapromise than would he necessary when select­
ing for any two independent characters. The producer would, 
of course, have to compromise some In progress toward In­
creased milk production, simply becauf?e the eraphaais devoted 
to viei^ht for age aust detract froia that given milk produc­
tion. 
Because of the confounding effect of stage of gesta­
tion, selection for weight should be practiced at eorae stage 
before pregnancy begins to affect iveigfat. A ijreat deal 
wore work Is necessary on actual feeding and slaui^hter trials 
before selection, for weliiht for aise can be worked into a 
practical selection index. 
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G. Iton-gerietlc Iiifluenceo or Maternal Effect 
Tables 19, 20 mi& 21 show that the production of the 
tleja ie more Mgiily correlateia i-jitJi Bieasurements of the off-
spririjj tiian p2:*oduction of the offspring is 'wltli measurenents 
of the drill. la this a raateriiel effect? If so, is it a 
permaiieat chara,cteristi0 of thtj eo-w, or is It peculiar to 
& specific calf aiici the contemporary lactation? 
1. Temyorari .¥s. pcrciarioiit 
If ttie iiiflueace is peculiar to a particular calf and. 
lactation, one would expect rp^S - ri3^3 to be as large as 
! ,, t 
rp 3 - r,t>3 . 
The results in I'able 2? comp-rred to those in Table 19 
show taat the fonaer differences are almost as large as the 
latter. It seems then that most, if not all, of the excess 
correlation is due to a factor, or factors, operating only 
on growth of a specific daugjriter, and simultaneously on the 
lactation begun with the birth of that daughter. This is 
evidence that aoiae non-genetic r,nd temporary influence 
affects alike the -iieasureaents of the daughter and the pro­
duction of the cia..a in the lactation when that daughter vme 
born. 
6? 
Suoli a common influence could be either a maternal 
effect or ari environmental effect. The probability that 
the explanation lies In the common effect of environment 
seems saiall. Apparently the only common environment of the 
two, apart from effect of season of year, is during the first 
four days. Then they are separated. Later, I'rom the fourth 
to the sixth month, they are in the same barn but other condi­
tions are not the saise. If coromon environment was the cause, 
then the excess correlation should decrease with increasing 
age. Such is not the case; the difference between rp'S and 
rps' is as i-j^reat at two years as it la at six months. The 
livelihood of common environmental effect seems even more 
retaote when one considers that the calves are allotted to 
nutrition experisients independent of the dam's production. 
2. Prenatal vs. postnatal 
If the common factors express prenatally one would 
expect: 
a. The correlation between birth weight and production 
in tke oontemporery lactation would be high. 
b. This correlation would be higher than that betii?een 
birth weight and the average production in the 
(n - 1) other lactations of the dam. It would 
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also toe higher than the correlation between the 
daughter's production and. the clam's birth weight. 
'i'hat these conditions are not met can be seen from 
these correlations: 
rpj^B a .048 
rp*B ss ,022 
el 
rpB' a .068. 
Apparently soiBe physiological eonflition of the cow 
predisposes her to produce more (or less), and also results 
in her imparting (or failing to impart} to the calf some 
growth-stimulating substance. Any one of several iBeohanisms 
could produce effects which are'not yet recognized or under­
stood. For example, hormonal production or inter-relationships, 
ensymatic production, or some substance transmitted in the 
colo s trum. 
3. One possib-ility of the many that mii<ht be ImaRined 
Tirie need for colostrum has long been recognized, and 
was experimentally demonstrated as e^rly as 19:32 by Smith 
and Little. Much work has been done in an effort to find 
out what needed propertlea are characteristic of colostrum. 
Among other things the following have been demonstreited as 
being present in different proportions than In milk; extra 
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Vitamin A aM caroteiiolds, by Dann (1933, Sutton et al. 
(1947), aiid others; extra thiamine, riboflavin, nlcotinio 
acid eod pantothenic acid, by Pearson m& Darnell (1946); 
and extra protein by Crowther and ftaistrick (1916). The 
proportions of various afflino; acids in tlie protein were 
found to oe changed. Itie proportions of valine, arg;enine, 
threonine and tryptophane were iaereasedj; while those of 
leucine, isolencine, phenylalanine and methionine were de­
creased. This work i^as flone hy Sacltor ^  .al • (1949). In 
the worJt by Crowther and Raistricii it was shown that the 
level of globulin in the colostrum I'MB from 6 to 12>l, 
whereas the level in milk was only .03)15. Smith (1946 and 
1948) found thgt the predominant protein of colostrum is 
lac to globulin, tifo important fractions of which are asso­
ciated vjith immune activity. He also showed that even when 
colostruiB was fed as little as one clay the globulin persisted 
in the blood for several months. This globulin, the frac­
tions of which are similar to, but not identical to, T and 
I fractions of seruia, was almost imperceptible in the blood 
at birth. Mason jl« (1930) were able to prevent dysentery 
in youni^ lambs by injeottng antitoxins into the ewe during 
gestation. Little or no trejismiasion occurred through the 
placental mejabranes as no detectable antitoxins were in 
the blood at birth. However, the level of antitoxin was 
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100 units per co four hours after aucklirtg. Ho report was 
found comparing constituent levels in different cows. Crow-
ther and Hals trick state that the level of globulin wb.b 
from 6 to 12% in their animals, but do not say whether that 
was between cows. Ho lues £t (1949) published figures 
showing consiiierable variation in the colostrum, of mares, 
but the samples were not drawn at equal times following 
parturition. The protein varied from 4.0/S to 14.4)1. There 
was also variation in ascorbic acid, phosphorus, potassium 
and inagnesiuia. On the basis of this meager evidence, and 
from the known variation in Bilk from cow to cow, it does 
not seem out of order to conclude that variation likely 
exists in the oolostrum from different cows. However, it 
is highly speculative to suppose that cows would give bet­
ter colostriffii in a high laotation, or to imply that the 
differences eouM account for the added growth impetus, 
the possibility is only considered as one ex^iple of the 
many possibilities. 
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¥1. SUMl/iARX 
'I'ne Investigation -was uMertaken to get additional evi­
dence conoernlng tiie genetic relations between milk produc­
tion and certain body measurements, i^hlch have previously 
buen found associated with meat production. 
The data consisted of six body measureiaents, and milk 
production on 334 females and their dams, birth weight on 
295 of them, and the six-month body measurements on 218 
uam-aon pairs froai the Iowa State College Holstein herd. 
Trie ffleasurements were taken during the period from 1930 to 
1903. Ihe measurements were; wither heigat, chest depth, 
body leniitii, heart girth, paunch girth and weight. Each of 
tnese was taken at six months, one year, two years, three 
years, four ye^rs, five years and seven yerrs of rge. The 
birth weight was'taken at four days of age. The measure 
used for milk production was twlce-a-day, 305-d8y, mature 
equivalent, 3.5/i fat corrected milk. 
All calculations ere based on intra.-slre analyses. 
Herltablllties were obtained by doubling the intra-
sire regression of offspring on dam. The results pre in 
Table 15. The heritabllltles increased with Increasing age. 
It was found that siiiultaneous selection for increased 
milk production and improved meat quality, as indlceted by 
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body oonforma'tloft, would be impractical. However, simul-
taiieous selection for weight for a;:.;,© and milk, production 
should prove advanteigeous; particularly since it has already 
been shown that Holsteln steers can be used eoonomlcally In 
tne feed lot. 
Although no direct effort iiras iigde to analyze the 
influence on growth into general, group and specific factors, 
there wao strong evidence to support the classifications 
given toy Touchberry (1951). There was also evidence that 
the j^roup and specific S"actors, are not fully expressed 
until later stages of growth. 
The phenotypic correlations are reported In Tables 
16, 1?, 18, 19, 20 and 21. The genetic, correlations are In 
'i'ables 2k.f £3, 24, 25 and 26. 
.A study of the correlations Involving body measurements 
only indicates that later stages of.growth are more affected -
by group and specific factors than ©arly stages are. 
The phenotypic correlations between milk production of 
the daia and aessureffients of the daughter were consistently 
higher than the corresponding correlations between production 
of the daughter and memupemmtB of the da®. This condition 
existed for all measurements at all three ages. It was there­
fore canoluded that soae non-genetic factor was affecting the 
correlations involving da®'s .production. Because of this 
apparent non-genetic influence tiie genetic correlations 
Involving milk, production were calculated in two ways. The 
first is that presented by Hazel (1943). line second la a 
modification of toe first. Tlit rtiodificction is the use of 
only one correlo.tlon in the numerator. The correlations 
chosen are tne ones between daughter's production and d^'s 
laeasurementB. 
An ©ffort was made to determine whether the non-genetic 
correlation could be attributed to conditions peculiar to a 
particular lactation. Ihe answer was sought by comparing 
(a) the correlation between the daughter's six-month size 
and production of the dam in the lactation begun st the 
birth of the daughter Kith (b) the correlation between the 
daughter's size at six months and the dai's average produc­
tion in the (n - 1) other lactations. It was concluded that 
most, if not all, of the effect was due to factors peculiar 
to Ihe lactation begufi at the birth of the daughter. 
A further study was underta»ien to find out whether the 
non-genetic effect on the daughter was expressed prenatally. 
This question was api-roached by considering the relations 
existing between the daughter's birth weight and (a) dam's 
productions in the contemporary lactation and (b) the dam's 
average in her (n - 1) other lactations. The effect is 
evidently not expressed j:)renatally. 
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